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Abstract

The aim of this study was to confirm the expression of high mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) and its receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) in patients
with epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC). A total of 78 patients with EOC comprised our cohort. They received debulking surgery followed by taxane and platinum
chemotherapy. The mRNA levels of HMGB1 and RAGE in ovarian tissues obtained from surgery were detected using reverse transcription-PCR. In addition, the
serum levels of HMGB1 were evaluated between cancer and non-cancer group. The mRNA levels of HMGB1 were higher in EOC compared to the non-cancer
cohort (0.94 vs. 0.90) and there was no statistically significant difference. Similarly, the mRNA levels of RAGE did not differ between the EOC and non-cancer
cohort. The serum HMGB1 levels were not greater in the cancer cohort than the non-cancer cohort (0.40 vs. 0.45 ng/mL, P=0.106). Contrary to expectations as a
promising biomarker for EOC, the expression of both HMGB1 and RAGE did not show significant differences in EOC group. Further studies are needed to assess
potential roles in EOC.

Introduction
Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is the fourth most common
cause of cancer-related death in women worldwide, accounting for
approximately 3% of all new cancer patients in 2009 [1]. Unfortunately,
most of the patients are diagnosed with an advanced stage of EOC.
Currently, there is no proven effective method for early detection in
EOC and only the serum CA125 level has been used to predict the
presence of cancer. However, its utility as a screening marker is limited
due to its low sensitivity and specificity [2]. Moreover, the serum level
of CA125 can be elevated in other cancers such as uterine cancer,
gastrointestinal cancer, as well as in benign disease [3].
In order to increase the sensitivity and specificity for the detection
of EOC, a number of novel markers have been investigated, including
matrix metalloproteinase-1, osteopontin, and human epididimis 4 [46]. Of these, high mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) was characterized as
a non-histone, nuclear DNA-binding protein [7]. The constant release
of HMGB1, which functions as a proinflammatory cytokine, from
necrotic tumor cells creates a microenvironment similar to chronic
inflammation, a condition known to contribute to the development
of epithelial malignancies, particularly inflammation-associated
cancer [8]. Extracellular HMGB1 induces cancer cell growth, mobility,
invasion, and metastasis via binding to specific membrane receptors
including the receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE)
[9]. RAGE, a multi-ligand member of the immunoglobulin superfamily
of cell surface molecules, interacts with distinct molecules implicated
in homeostasis, development, and inflammation [10-12]. A lot of
studies have already investigated the overexpression of HMGB1 in
different cancers, including breast, gastrointestinal, prostate, and
pancreatic cancer [13-17]; measuring mRNA levels and HMGB1
would be promising as a biomarker in various cancers. In this study, we
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examined whether the expression of mRNA HMGB1 and RAGE were
associated with the development of EOC and evaluated the correlation
of the serum HMGB1 level and EOC.

Materials and methods
Patients
A total of 78 women who underwent surgery for a pelvic mass from
May 2009 to February 2011 were included in this study. Their blood
samples were collected before they received surgery and their ovarian
tissues were selectively sampled during the operation. All surgical
tissues were examined by a gynecologic pathologist and final surgical
pathology reports were obtained and recorded. The chemotherapy
regimen was 6 cycles of paclitaxel 175 mg/m2 and carboplatin at the
area under curve of 5. The baseline patient characteristics included
patient age, body mass index, performance status, tumor stage, and
tumor grade. Performance status was defined according to Gynecologic
Oncology Group criteria as: 0 = normal activity; 1 = symptomatic, fully
ambulatory; 2 = symptomatic, in bed less than 50% of the time. Written
informed consent was obtained from all patients prior to collection of
blood and surgery. This research was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Yonsei University Health System.
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Expression of mRNA levels of HMGB1 and RAGE
For DNA and protein extraction, fresh ovarian tumors and normal
ovarian tissues were obtained immediately after surgical excision and
were stored at -70°C before use. Total RNA was extracted from tissues
using the easy-spinTM (DNA free) Total RNA Extraction Kit (Intron
Biotechnology, Seongnam, Korea) according to the manufacturer's
instructions. As a control reaction for intact RNA and cDNA, PCR
amplification of the housekeeping gene β-actin was performed on
all samples to normalize the sample amount. Amplification was
performed for a predetermined optimal number of cycles. The PCR
products were separated by electrophoresis on 1.8% agarose gels,
which were stained with 0.5 mg/mL ethidium bromide. Quantification
of proteins was performed by using a laser densitometer and analysis
software (IMAGE READER LAS-1000 lite, Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan) referring to the standard series. The densitometric
integral derived from each sample band, the integral of a mean density
over a measured area, was taken to calculate the amount in each sample
according to the known standard values (Figure 1).

Measurement of serum levels of HMGB1
Approximately 25 ml of whole blood was collected in nonheparinized tubes from patients. Within 4 hours of the collection,
the blood was centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 15 minutes and the serum
fraction was aliquoted and stored at -70°C in microfuge tubes until
assayed. HMGB1 was measured by the commercially available Human
HMGB1 ELISA Kit (USCN LIFE Science, Wuhan, China). Briefly, 100
μl of sample diluent was added to each well and then 10 μl of standard,
and sample or control was added to the well. The microtiter plates were
incubated for 20–24 hours at 37°C. After washing, 100 μl/well of biotinconjugated polyclonal antibody preparation specific for HMGB1 and
avidin conjugated to horseradish peroxidase was added and the plates
were incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. After washing, a 3, 3',
5, 5'-tetra-methylbenzidine substrate solution was added to each well.
Only those wells that contain HMGB1, biotin-conjugated antibody,
and enzyme-conjugated avidin will exhibit a change in color. The
enzyme-substrate reaction is terminated by the addition of a sulphuric
acid solution and the color change is measured spectrophotometrically

at a wavelength of 450 nm ± 2 nm. The concentration of HMGB1 in
the samples is then determined by comparing the optical density of the
samples to the standard curve.

Statistical analysis
All continuous data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation,
and categorical data are reported as an absolute number or percentage.
Frequency distributions were compared using Chi-square test, and
mean or median values were compared using Student’s t- and MannWhitney U-tests. All the tests were to assess the null hypotheses that the
patient characteristics and clinical outcomes were not different among
groups. All calculated P values were 2 sided, and P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant. Data were analyzed using SAS/STAT software,
version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., NC, USA).

Results
Overall, 78 patients were eligible for analysis; 45 with EOC and 21
with a benign ovary tumor, and 12 with normal ovarian tissue. The
median age for patients with EOC was significantly higher compared
to that among patients without cancer (52 vs. 45 years old, respectively,
P=0.018). However, the number of menopausal women did not differ
between the EOC and non-cancer group. The clinicopathological
characteristics of analyzed patients are shown in Table 1.
The expressions of HMGB1 and its receptor, RAGE, in EOC were
tested by RT-PCR analysis. The mRNA levels of HMGB1 were higher
in EOC compared to the non-cancer cohort (0.94 vs. 0.90) and there
was no statistically significant difference (Figure 2A). The median
value of mRNA HMGB1 levels of cases with normal ovarian tissue,
0.90, was estimated as a cut-off value. Similarly, there was no statistical
significance between the EOC group and non-cancer group. The
mRNA levels of RAGE did not differ between the EOC and non-cancer
cohort (Figure 2B). As the median value of mRNA RAGE levels of cases
with normal ovarian tissue, 0.01, was estimated as a cut-off value, there
was no statistical significance between EOC group and non-cancer
group (Table 2). The serum levels of HMGB1 were evaluated between
the groups. No significant differences were found between the EOC
and non-cancer group (0.40 vs. 0.45 ng/mL, P=0.106).

Discussion
Lotze and Tracey demonstrated that HMGB1 occupied a central
role in mediating the local and systemic responses to necrotic cell
death and cancer, invasion by pathogens, trauma and sepsis and it had
differential tissue-specific activities [7]. Furthermore, the expression
of HMGB1 has been strongly related to tumor growth and invasion.
Taguchi et al. showed that HMGB1 induced several intracellular
signaling pathways via binding to its receptor RAGE as an extracellular
molecular. The co-localization of RAGE and HMGB1 indicated their
potential contribution to cellular migration and tumor invasion, and
the suppression of tumor growth and metastasis by blocking RAGEHMGB1 complex in mice had been reported [18].

Figure 1. RT-PCR analysis of protein expression in epithelial ovarian cancer; (A) HMGB1
(150bp), (B) RAGE (100bp), and (C) β-actin (320bp); (D-F) Densitometry analysis of each
band, (A), (B), (C).
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In this study, we demonstrated that there was no statistical
difference of mRNA levels of HMGB1 between the cancer and the
non-cancer group. Although it may be controversial that HMGB1 is
regarded as a significant factor in the development and progression
of cancers, one common tumor-promoting mechanism may
involve inflammation. Inflammatory conditions increase the risk
of neoplasm and an inflammatory component is present also in the
microenvironment of tumors that are not related to inflammation [19].
In the tumor microenvironment, inflammation could be related with
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Figure 2. Comparison of the mRNA levels of (A) HMGB1 and (B) RAGE between the epithelial ovarian cancer and non-cancer group.
Table 1. Patient characteristics (n=78).
Cancer (n=45)
Non-cancer (n=33)
Number of patients (%)

P value

Mean age (years,
SD)

51.1 (10.72)

44.7 (11.36)

0.018

Menopause

28 (62.2)

14 (42.4)

0.083

Performance status
0

16 (35.6)

1

24 (53.3)

2

5 (11.1)

Histology
Serous

37 (82.2)

2 (6.1)

Mucinous

4 (8.9)

2 (6.1)

Clear cell

3 (6.7)

Undifferentiated

1 (2.2)

Teratoma

6 (18.2)

Simple cyst

7 (21.2)

Endometrioma

4 (12.1)

Normal ovary

12 (36.4)

Tumor grade
1

12 (26.7)

2

12 (26.7)

3

21 (46.6)

Lymph node
metastases
Negative

29 (64.4)

Positive

16 (35.6)

Tumor stage
I

10 (22.2)

II

0

III

34 (75.6)

IV

1 (2.2)

SD: Standard Deviation

proliferation and survival of malignant cells, angiogenesis, metastasis,
subversion of adaptive immunity, reduced response to hormones
and chemotherapeutic agents. Recent efforts have shed new light on
molecular and cellular pathways linking inflammation and cancer [20].
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For the mRNA analysis, used tissues were not sampled from the tumor
mass according to a consistent standard able to explain contained
tumor percentage. In addition, the number of patients in the noncancer group (n=33), including benign ovarian tumors (n=21), was
small compared to the EOC group (n=45). This number of patients
would not have had the statistical power to definitely detect a difference
in the mean value between the two groups.
A recent study showed that HMGB1 could be detected in the
serum of cancer patients because it can be passively released from
dying tumor cells, or actively released from immune cells into the
extra-cellular space or serum [17]. In the present study, we quantified
serum HMGB1 levels in patients with EOC, benign ovarian tumors,
and normal ovarian tissue. However, the serum levels of HMGB1 were
not significantly different between the EOC and non-cancer cohort.
In addition, contrary to expectations, the mRNA RAGE levels did not
differ significantly between the EOC and non-cancer cohort. Although
HMGB1 and its receptor, RAGE, are expected to be elevated in almost
all types of cancer, recent studies have revealed that this is not always
true [21]. Especially for ovarian cancer, it is recognized that there are at
least two different molecular pathways that lead to the development of
ovarian cancer and that these result in tumors that have quite distinct
biological behaviors and probably different cells of origin [22]. Kurman
et al. demonstrated that ovarian cancers were divided into 2 groups, type
I and type II. Type I tumors are slow growing, generally confined to the
ovary at diagnosis, and develop from well-established precursor lesions
that are termed borderline tumors [23]. Type I tumors include lowgrade micropapillary serous carcinoma, mucinous, endometrioid, and
clear cell carcinomas. In contrast, type II tumors are rapidly growing,
highly aggressive neoplasms, including high-grade serous carcinoma,
malignant mixed müllerian tumor, and undifferentiated carcinomas.
Most ovarian cancers that belong to the type II tumors have a high
level of genetic instability [24]. Because of these heterologous patterns
of ovarian cancer, serum CA125 assays and transvaginal ultrasound,
which are most popularly used as screening modalities for EOC, have
not been effective in detecting these tumors at the early stage. Similarly,
the dubitable mRNA or serologic results of HMGB1 in our study can
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Table 2. The expression of mRNA levels of HMGB1 and RAGE among patients with
epithelial ovarian cancer and no cancer.
HMGB1
(median, range)

Cancer (n=45)

Non-cancer (n=33)

P value

0.94 (0.38-1.70)

0.90 (0-1.46)

0.789
0.653

22

18

> 0.90

≤ 0.90

23

15

RAGE
(median, range)

0.13 (0-2.45)

0.20 (0-1.25)

0.636

22

8

0.053

23

25

≤ 0.01
> 0.01

be explained with this characteristic of ovarian cancer. Therefore,
individual studies of HMGB1 in each type of EOC and knowledge
of the pathogenesis of various types of ovarian cancer are needed to
have a more accurate understanding of HMGB1-related mechanisms
in cancer development and progress. In conclusion, the expression of
both HMGB1 and RAGE did not show significant differences in EOC
group contrary to expectations as a promising biomarker for EOC.
Further studies are needed to assess potential roles in EOC.
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